ABSTRACT This paper describes an image-based methodology for the detection of structural cracks in concrete. The conventional approach based on line enhancement filtering has problems associated with an inaccurate extraction of edge pixels. We therefore propose an edge-based crack detection technique consisting of five steps: crack width transform, aspect ratio filtering, crack region search, hole filling, and relative thresholding. In the first step, crack width transform, opposing edges are identified and classified as crack candidate pixels, and a width map is generated. In the second step, aspect ratio filtering, the width map generated is used to remove noise. In the next two steps, the method searches for and restores missing pixels. In the last step, relative thresholding, residual noise is removed through reclassification of crack regions based on image-adaptive thresholding. The performance of this technique was tested using synthetic and real images. The results show that the proposed technique has greater accuracy and consistency in measuring crack width compared with the conventional technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
Structural cracks in concrete can occur for various reasons, including repetitive loading [1] , chemical reactions [2] , faulty construction, structural factors such as design mistakes, and environmental factors. Such structural cracks greatly affect the load transfer capacity and durability of a structure, posing a substantial risk to its safety. It is therefore crucial to ensure the stability of a structure by detecting defects, analyzing their causes, and providing appropriate remedies. In general, regular safety inspection and maintenance/repair of structures are required by law, given their importance and associated risks [3] .
In order to ensure the safety of a structure, it is important to monitor its condition continuously. Currently, however, structural safety monitoring relies on regularly scheduled inspections performed at specified intervals, and on postaccident inspections [4] . In recent years, automatic imagebased crack detection has attracted research interest as a promising technique to overcome the limitations of current structure safety inspection schemes. The following section briefly reviews the prior literature concerning crack detection based on image processing.
Reference [5] proposed a percolation-based technique to reduce computation time by calculating circularity during image processing and skipping the percolation processing in subsequent pixels. Reference [6] presented a method for identifying cracks on noisy concrete surfaces by minimizing noise through shade correction, Hessian-based line enhancement filtering, and probabilistic relaxation, and by detecting missing cracks on discontinuous cracks using region expansion through locally adaptive thresholding. Reference [7] proposed a depth perception method enabling contactless remote-sensing quantification of crack width, which was tested to have measurement errors of 23.34% and 5.50% at 0.4 mm and 1.2 mm, respectively.
Reference [8] proposed a method for predicting crack width from the difference in intensity of the crack scale and crack images. The prediction power was tested using real crack images captured under different illumination conditions. The average error was found to be 0.07 mm at the ground sampling distance (GSD) of 0.22 mm/pixel. However, this method has limited applications, given that attaching a crack scale on the test surface is impractical and the intensity distribution on cracks is not as uniform as on the crack scale. Reference [9] proposed techniques for semiautomatic crack width measurement. The crack width of the edge placed in the center of the spot with the lowest intensity in the region between the seed points determined manually. The measured value was then compared with that measured with the crack scale. In that method, by attaining a four-to five-fold increased accuracy relative to the resolution, a semi-automatic crack width measurement was achieved with acceptable results; however, it was still necessary to perform manual crack detection.
Reference [10] measured the width of cracks detected within a predetermined region using labeling based on RGB color information. However, crack detection was limited to specific regions, and automatic crack detection based on noise filtering could not be applied. Reference [2] proposed a system for measuring crack growth using time-series images. Screws were fixed to the specimen surface as reference points for crack identification and width measurement. For crack detection, seed points were determined and a tracing method was employed. Furthermore, the relationship between concrete expansion and cracking caused by the alkali-silica reaction was examined based on the results of crack width measurement using time-series images. The main limitation of this semi-automatic method is the need to select seed points manually.
Reference [11] presented a crack detection method using the Canny edge detection algorithm and the fast Haar transform algorithm, in which a Bayesian approach to edge detection selected a threshold value for crack detection. The main drawbacks are limited applicability of threshold value on rough and uneven surfaces, and false crack detection on non-cracked surfaces. Furthermore, the method could not extract crack pixels or measure crack width following crack edge detection. Reference [12] compared the crack detection performances of existing edge detectors. Their respective edge detection techniques were applied to images that were classified as cracked or non-cracked (25 each), whereby the threshold value was selected according to their average intensity. However, the comparison was achieved through relative analysis, and the crack detection efficiency of the edge detectors could not be compared based on pixel-level analysis.
Reference [13] presented a three-step algorithm for automated crack detection in sewer pipes: crack detection based on CCTV images; gap-filling based on operations to close the adjacent gaps; and directional filtering based on erosion operation, eccentricity, and area information. Directional filtering was also used for connecting discontinuous cracks, and it was claimed that this enabled the detection and measurement of various crack patterns.
Whereas many studies have presented a variety of techniques and algorithms for crack detection, comparatively few have dealt with crack width measurement, which is an important factor for safety diagnosis. In a review of papers on crack perception [14] , it was pointed out that many related studies did not measure the crack width, also noted that crack width was measured only in nine of the 50 reviewed papers on image-based defect detection published between 2005 and 2015.
Against this background, we present a crack detection technique with enhanced accuracy in measuring the crack width, which is an important component of safety inspection. After analyzing the limitations of the currently available image processing methods, we present an edge-based crack recognition method designed to overcome these drawbacks. The proposed technique consists of five steps: crack candidate region extraction based on crack width transform, aspect ratio filtering, crack region search, hole filling, and relative thresholding. Its main advantage is more accurate crack pixel extraction compared with other techniques. The efficiency of the proposed technique was tested using synthetic and real imagesand pixel extraction accuracy was verified by comparison with a conventional technique.
II. GUIDELINES FOR MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION
Crack detection methods based solely on intensity are prone to false crack extraction resulting from various noise sources exhibiting similar intensities to that of a crack. Conversely, crack regions with below-average intensities are not properly extracted. These problems can be efficiently addressed by line enhancement filtering designed to enhance the crack region based on morphological as well as intensity information.
Owing to this advantage, line enhancement filtering has been used in many studies of crack detection. The most common approaches are Hessian-based filtering [6] , [15] - [19] and morphological filtering [7] , [20] . The typical Hessian-based Frangi filtering enhancement, which was designed for blood vessel detection [21] , can be expressed by Equation (1) .
where V o (x) represents the line enhancement filtering result, c is the standard deviation, and λ 1 and λ 2 are two eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. A line enhancement filter is highly efficient at removing noise sources other than linear patternsand is hence widely used for detecting linear structures such as cracks and blood vessels. However, it performs less well in measuring line widthand has not been dealt with in the related studies. This problem is analyzed in this section.
For problem analysis of line enhancement filtering, we generated a synthetic image as shown in FIGURE 1. The image displays three co-planar lines of differing intensity, such that the intensity-dependent differences in the line enhancement filtering value can be analyzed along with the consequent line width measurement errors. The lines on the synthetic image were configured to have 15-pixel width and 100-pixel length. The intensities of the three lines (#1 to #3) VOLUME 6, 2018 were configured to be 25, 50, and 75, respectively, against a background intensity of 150. Additionally, to analyze the effects of background noise, we placed a square-shaped noise source (10 × 10 pixels) of zero intensity at a 5-pixel distance from the edge. These analysis results point to the problems associated with crack detection based on line enhancement filtering: it can yield different crack width measurements for cracks of the same width, depending on crack-background contrast and background noise. In other words, the currently used methods of line enhancement filtering have problems of accuracy and consistency in measuring crack width.
III. EDGE-BASED CRACK DETECTION TECHNIQUE

A. CRACK WITH TRANSFORM
To ensure consistent measurement of crack width, we propose the edge-based crack width transform technique (CWT). The Stroke Width Transform (SWT) [22] is a widely used edge-based object extraction technique designed for text recognition. SWT consists of three steps: searching opposing edges, allocating width between the opposing edges, and classifying the letters based on their width consistency.
In the CWT, crack assignment conditions are added to the opposing edge pixel searching process employed in the SWT [22] . FIGURE 3 illustrates the process of searching for an opposing edge pixel (q j ) of any given pixel (q i ) in the direction normal to the edge. Crack width (w) is the number of pixels located between the parallel opposing edges, as expressed by Equation (2) .
Here, q ij is the set of all pixels located between q i and q j , and card q ij is the number of q ij (card = cardinality).
The opposing edge pixel search is iterated until the assigned width falls below the maximum threshold value. Given the limited crack width allowing measurement, setting the maximum threshold value has the effect of preventing the classification of a non-crack region as a crack candidate.
The opposing edge pixels extracted are classified as candidate crack pixels if the set of pixels located between the opposing pixels (q ij ) satisfies the following conditions:
1. The crack width (w) must be smaller than the maximum threshold value (w m ), as expressed by Equation (3).
2. If the crack width (w) is greater than or equal to the maximum threshold value (w m ), the average Frangi value (fg avg ) should be greater than the threshold value (fg t ), as expressed by Equation (4) .
Condition 2 enables a more accurate classification of crack candidate regions by considering the Frangi filtering value for crack region enhancement. The average Frangi filtering value can be calculated as that of the opposing edge pixels, as expressed by Equation (5) .
Equation (6) expresses the process of classifying the opposing edge pixels as the crack candidate region (C).
Narrow-width segments of a crack have a low intensity, which lowers their Frangi filtering values. To prevent such segments from being classified as non-crack regions, we applied only Condition 1 to narrow-width segments without considering their Frangi filtering values.
Additionally, we generated a width map (WM) for aspect ratio filtering of the CWT-based crack width measured. A width map is the alignment of the midpoints of the crack width, as expressed by Equation (7) . A width map was initialized as 0, and the crack width was assigned to the width map whenever the conditions for a candidate crack were satisfied.
The flowchart in FIGURE 4 explains the proposed CWT method. The process for obtaining crack edge information refers to the process of extracting an edge from a crack image and calculating its gradient information. The CWT is performed on all edge pixels extracted, in order to generate the crack candidate image and width map. 
B. ASPECT RATIO FILTERING
The crack candidate regions extracted by the CWT contain various noise sources. For noise removal, we propose aspect ratio filtering, drawing on the typical morphological feature of all cracks, i.e., a high aspect ratio (length>width). To enable object classification based on a morphological feature, numerical values must be assigned. Many studies have employed circularity as a morphological feature for crack classification. Circularity values range between 0 and 1, where values closer to 1 indicate rounder objects, and vice versa. Crack patterns have circularity values closer to 0 than to 1. The morphological feature of a crack can be quantified indirectly by using its circumference and area based on circularity. Use of this indirect measurement method is necessary because it is difficult to measure the crack width and length in the crack detection process.
Crack width and length can be measured using the width map generated during the proposed CWT, as mentioned above. The crack width and length are measured as follows. First, pixels adjacent to a crack candidate region are grouped together. The number of pixels included in a group (G i ) is the group's area (A G i ), and its width (w G i ) and length (h G i ) can be calculated as per Equations (8) and (9) .
Here, x j is the coordinates of a two-dimensional (2D) array or the image.
The aspect ratio of each group (rt G i ) can be calculated as per Equation (10) .
During the process of aspect ratio filtering, a group with an aspect ratio (rt G i ) greater than the threshold value (rt t ) is classified as a crack region (Q), as expressed by Equation (11) . FIGURE 5 shows the result of noise removal through aspect ratio filtering. The image in FIGURE 5(a) is a candidate crack region extracted by CWT, which consists of the crack region and a large amount of background noise. After applying aspect ratio filtering to FIGURE 5(a), only the crack region is shown in FIGURE 5(b), with practically no background noise.
C. CRACK REGION SEARCH
During aspect ratio filtering, not only noise, but also those crack segments with low aspect ratios are removed, because such segments have low intensity which impedes effective pixel extraction. Consequently, such cracks are extracted discontinuously, comprising multiple shorter cracks. Since these small crack regions have smaller aspect ratios and are hence likely to be removed during aspect ratio filtering, we propose a crack region search technique to identify and restore such omitted crack regions. FIGURE 6 illustrates the crack region search process. The crack regions omitted from a discontinuous (i.e., incompletely extracted) crack are located along the crack propagation path. The omitted crack segments are thereby restored by searching the crack candidate regions located on the crack propagation path. The crack region search consists of two main steps: crack tip search, in which the tip of the discontinuous crack is searched and its direction is determined; and crack region search, in which the removed crack segment is restored by bridging it with the crack candidate region located along the direction of the main crackpropagation.
For the crack tip search, we used the width map tracing the midpoints of the crack width. To enable crack tip search, the crack must be thinned to the one-pixel-wide midline and the pattern of the crack tip must be determined. The width map served this purpose because it represents the midline linking the midpoints of opposing edge pixels placed along the crack propagation path.
However, a midline contains segments that are discontinuous or thicker than one pixel. We propose a crack tip search technique to connect the discontinued midline, thin the midline, and search the crack tip. The proposed crack tip search technique is designed to connect disconnected midpoints by scaling the corresponding coordinates to densify those midpoints. The following depicts the workflow of the crack tip search.
Generation of alignment S with densified midpoints: 1. Compute a new coordinate s by dividing coordinate x of the midpoint pixel by the proportionality constant.
2. Assign variable u if alignment S(s) has no assigned value. Variable u, which refers to the order of assigning value to alignment S, is used as the index of the 2D list U.
3. Store the original coordinates of coordinate s in the 2D list U [u] .
Crack tip search on alignment S: 4. Search the crack tip on alignment S. 5. Extract the original coordinate x i using value u at the tip S(s e ).
6. Compute the tip coordinates from the original coordinates (x i ). FIGURE 7 illustrates the midline extraction process for crack tip search. FIGURE 7(a) is the width map (WD) generated, where x i is the coordinate value assigned to any given midpoint. The midpoints dispersed in FIGURE 7(a) were mapped on alignment S (FIGURE 7(b) ) by scaling x i to densify the dispersed midpoints. For midpoint coordinate scaling, the value of scaled coordinate (s i ) was computed by dividing x i by the scale constant (sc), using Equation (12) .
If alignment S(s) has no assigned value, variable u is assigned as per Equation (13) . Variable u, which refers to the order of assigning value to alignment S, is used as the index of the 2D list U.
As shown in FIGURE 9(b), original coordinate x i , i.e., the pre-transform coordinate of s i , is added to list U[uk]. The 2D list U stores the pre-transform coordinates and is used for searching the crack tip coordinates of the original image (WM) from the crack tip detected in the alignment S region. The flowchart in Figure 8 shows the process for generating the midline. This is performed to obtain alignment S of densified pixels and a 2D list U of the original, pre-mapping coordinates of the midline of alignment S. To search for the crack tip from the midline, we defined eight crack tip patterns as shown in FIGURE 9(a), and computed the correlations between the binary kernel (BK) and alignment S B , as expressed by Equation (16) .
Here, S B is alignment S converted into binary form (values 0 and 1), as expressed by Equation (14), whereby 1 was assigned to the midline; and thinning is the thinning operation performed to make the S B alignment one-pixel-thick. FIGURE 9(b) shows the value table for the binary kernel BK. V denotes the convolution result and is an alignment of the same size as S B .
We used a lookup table (LT) to identify the crack tip and determine its direction after defining it as shown in Equation (17) by assigning a direction code (dc) to each index (idx). Figure 10 shows the direction code.
On alignment S, the crack tip can be identified using the lookup table (LT) and convolution value (V ), as expressed VOLUME 6, 2018 by Equation (18) .
Here, E denotes a pairof crack tip coordinates (s i ) and their respective direction codes (dc i ).
We used list U to identify the crack tip of the original image that matches that found on alignment S. The coordinate x i of the original image stored in list U [u k ] can be retrieved based on the value (u k ) assigned to the crack tip (s) on alignment S. Of the coordinates on the original image, one is selected for the crack tip that matches its direction. FIGURE 11 shows the results of the crack tip search. FIGURE 11(a) shows the pixel-level crack tip search result on alignment S. Image S B is generated for the crack tip search by converting and thinning alignment S to a binary format. Some of the midline pixels are removed in the thinning process, which can lead to errors. To minimize such thinning-induced errors, we repeated the crack tip search, starting from the pixel located at the farthest end along the crack propagation path in a region selected to take account of the crack direction. The position of the crack tip extracted in this way matches well with the position of the crack tip detected on the original image in FIGURE 11(b) .
A crack region is darker (lower intensity) than its surrounding area. Therefore, after identifying the pixels located along the crack propagation path, we added the pixel with the lowest intensity as a region expanded from the crack tip.
FIGURE 12.
Crack region restoration through region search (x crack tip, : crack region, search region, expanded region, missing crack region).
FIGURE 12 illustrates the process of searching for and restoring the missing crack regions. In this example, we searched three pixels adjacent to crack tip X in the crack region, and added the pixel with the lowest intensity as the expanded region. From this expanded region, we repeated the pixel search and addition until we found all omitted (removed) crack regions. The three adjacent pixels searched can be expressed by Equation (19) .
where N dc 3 (p) represents the three pixels adjacent to the current pixel (p) as per the direction code (dc). Pixels corresponding to the direction code (dc) are expressed as in Equation (20) .
Of the three adjacent pixels, the pixel with the lowest intensity was taken for region expansion. The region search was iterated until a new region was found. The process of searching the adjacent pixels and extending the region can be expressed by Equation (22) .
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Here, ε is the expanded region and g is the grayscale value of the image. The region search is iterated until a new group is found as per Equation (23), and the crack tip was assigned as the initial coordinate (ε 1 )
where G j is the crack candidate group identified by region search. An expanded region was classified as a new region if it satisfied the following conditions:
1. The length of the expanded region is shorter than the minimum length threshold (T L ) (Equation (24)).
2. If condition 1 is not satisfied, the average Frangi filtering value (f gε ) of the expanded region must be greater than the Frangi threshold value (fg t ) (Equation (25)).
A group searched satisfying conditions 1 and 2 was classified as a crack region, as expressed by Equation (26). FIGURE 13 shows the result of restoring the crack region that was removed during the region search process. The blue and green regions represent the region expanded from the crack tip and the restored region, respectively. The image shows that the missing region could be restored efficiently through region search.
D. CRACK REGION RESTORATION THROUGH HOLE FILLING
CWT-based classification of crack candidate regions is conducted on the edges detected. This suggests that the segments in which no crack edges are extracted will likely be excluded from being classified as candidate crack regions. We proposehole filling as a method of restoring such missing segments. Hole filling refers to the process of filling up the foreground that forms a closed loop.
First, we generated a closed loop by bridging the gap of the broken edge in a missing (undetected) segment, and restored the closed loop by carrying out a hole filling operation. Bridging the gap of the broken edge in a missing segment must be preceded by detecting the start and end points of the broken edge. To detect the start and end points, we used alignment (Y), on which a larger value is assigned to the broken edge than other regions, and the contour tracing technique, as expressed by Equation (27).
where Contour (I ) refers to the contour tracing technique by which a contour pixels b i is extracted from an object in crack region Q. L is a set of the pairs of start and end points. A continuous edge is generated by connecting the pairs of start and end points, and such a continuous edge (b ij ) is included in the crack region (Q).
where b ij is a set of pixels connecting the start point (b i ) and the end point (b j ). FillHoles(Q) is the hole filling technique, which is performed in the crack region (Q) with a continuous edge. 14 illustrates the process of start and end point detection of a discontinued edge. In the alignment, 1 is assigned to a crack region, and 2 to an edge region. In contour tracing, the pixels located on the contour are extracted sequentially along the contour of the crack region. In the discontinued parts, adjacent contour pixels show differences larger or smaller than 0 in the discontinued parts, and this principle is used for extracting the start and end points.
Missing regions can be restored by performing a hole filling operation on closed loops generated by connecting discontinued segments of an edge, as illustrated in FIGURE 15. FIGURE 15(a) shows the connected segments highlighted in yellow. FIGURE 15(b) shows the crack region restored by carrying out the hole filling operation on FIGURE 15(a), where the green regions indicate the restored regions. It could be thus verified that hole filling improved the crack detection accuracy by restoring the missing regions.
E. RELATIVE THRESHOLDING
There remains residual noise after aspect ratio filtering. In addition, not only do pixels added in the region search and hole filling process enhance the true positive rate (TPR), but they also enhance noise. To eliminate this problem of noise, we propose relative thresholding Cracks are characterized by lower intensities (gray values) and higher Frangi filtering values compared with the background. Selection of an appropriate threshold value is an efficient way to distinguish cracks from background, but determining the threshold value is not a simple task. For the proposed relative thresholding, we selected the threshold value from the previously classified crack regions in the following manner:
The average Frangi filtering value (fg G i ) and intensity distribution of each group (G i ) in the crack region are computed using Equation (28).
The highest (mf) of the average Frangi filtering values of individual groups and the lowest gray value (mg) are determined using Equation (29) and Equation (32), respectively.
The threshold value is determined by multiplying the maximumFrangi filtering value (mf) and the minimum gray value(mg) by their respectiveproportionality constants (kf and kg) as expressed by Equation (30) and Equation (33).
Crack region reclassification was performed using both Frangi filtering values and the intensities (gray values) of the classified regions, and the threshold value for the reclassification was computed using the corresponding intensity (gray value) information of the classified regions as per Equations (31)-(33) .
where g back and g std denote the background intensity and standard deviation, respectively, and T g denotes the threshold value. Based on both threshold values, we reclassified each group as a crack region, as expressed by Equation (34).
The classification ofcrack regions detected in the previous processhas a relatively high accuracy. Of the classified crack regions, the one with the highest Frangi filtering value is the region with the highest likelihood of being a crack. Since the Frangi filtering value varies depending on the foreground-background contrast, a fixed threshold value cannot be applied to all images. The proposed relative thresholding was designed to set the threshold value taking account of image-dependent Frangi filtering value of a crack region. FIGURE 16 shows pre-and post-thresholding images. In FIGURE 16(a) , a pre-thresholding image, contains noise leading to false positive (FP) errors. FIGURE 16(b) , a prethresholding image with crack regions reclassified by applying relative thresholding, shows that sources of FP errors are removed and classification accuracy is improved.
IV. DATASET PREPARATION
We collected real crack image data to test and analyze the image-based crack detection results. We used 18 images with 1920 × 1080 resolution sequentially numbered from 1 to 18 (see the appendix).
The existing crack image dataset does not have labels that indicate the true value [23] . To analyze the performance of a crack detection technique, the true values for the crack region on the image data should be known. To obtain true values, we performed labeling operation to classify the crack image into crack and background regions. It is not easy to distinguish a crack from its background on an image because of irregular intensities of the crack and difficulties and ambiguities associated with selecting the edge taking account of the gradient and morphology of the region inside the crack. The accuracy of the true value manually determined plays a crucial role in testing a crack detection technique. Given the near impossibility of deriving a perfectly accurate true value, we used specific labeling rules to classify crack and background regions. For the selection of a crack region, we applied a simple rule of extracting a crack edge and selecting the segment matching the true value. The inner region of the selected crack edge (i.e. the space between a pair of edges) was subject to holefilling, thereby bridging the discontinued segments arbitrarily (red line in FIGURE 17). Compared with FIGURE 17(a), FIGURE 17(b) has more arbitrarily selected regions due to the presence of many regions with missing segments. Given the difficulties associated with accurately defining and classifying crack regions, errors in true values should be considered when analyzing the accuracy of crack detection using real images. Since the image data used in this study consist of original crack images and labeling, we named these images ''edge-based labeled crack images'' (ELCI), and these are available online for free use [24] .
V. RESULT
We used a synthetic image to compare the accuracy of crack width measurement between the conventional and proposed techniques. Compared with real images, a synthetic image has the advantage of defining a known crack width.
FIGURE 18 compares the performance of CWT technique and line enhancement filtering based on a synthetic image. The synthetic image was generated in a manner that allows accurate measurement of crack width by generating images against a real concrete background. The concrete background has a blob-shaped noise distribution with irregular illumination intensity and low gray level due to shades, and the synthetic crack was configured to have a width of 30 pixels and gray value of 50.
Looking at the line enhancement filtering result, false positive (FP) pixel extraction errors are displayed near the edges. In particular, a large undetected portion is displayed in the upper left part where the background intensity is low due to shadow. By contrast, CWT yielded consistent and accurate results for crack region extraction irrespective of background intensity changes or noise.
In FIGURE 19 , the histograms representthe results of crack width measurement shown in FIGURE 18. The histogram for CWT technique (FIGURE 19(a) ) shows a very high concentration of pixels closest to the width of the real crack (30 pixels), whereas with line enhancement filtering (FIGURE 19(b) ) the measured width values are broadly dispersed: 98% of the CWTmeasurements have an error range within 6.7%, compared with only 15% of the line enhancement filteringmeasurements. This result indicates that CWT is capable of more consistent and accurate crack width measurement than line enhancement filtering, which showed greatmeasurement variation between crack segments.
We then analyzed crack detection performance using a real image. FIGURE 20 shows the step-wise detection results using the proposed technique, and FIGURE 21 presents the changes in accuracy and true positive rate throughout the five crack detection steps of the proposed technique. In the crack candidate extraction (CWT_C) process, accuracy of crack extraction is very low due to the noise sources extracted with cracks, as shown in FIGURE 20(a) ; however, most of the extracted cracks coincided with the real ones. In the crack VOLUME 6, 2018 candidate extraction process, average true positive rate(TPR) and accuracy were 0.80 and 0.15, respectively.
Aspect ratio filtering (ARF) was performed to eliminate FP errors from the extracted candidate cracks. We computed the crack width and region area obtained in the CWT process, and To restore the crack regions removed in the aspect ratio filtering process, we performed crack region search (CRS) according to the following workflow: identifying the crack tip and its direction in the extracted crack region searching for missing (removed) crack regions starting from the crack tip, based on its direction and intensity information restoring the missing sections detected as crack regions if specified conditions are satisfied. By applying the crack region search technique, the accuracy was maintained and TPR increased by approximately 9%.
We carried out hole filling (HF) to add crack pixels that could not be extracted in the CWT process. One reasonfor the failure to extract candidate crack pixels using CWT is the incomplete extraction of the edges. To solve this problem, we searched for discontinuous edges and connected the regions intended for restoration into closed loops. A region turned into a closed loop was classified as a crack region by the hole filling algorithm, which then improved TPR to 0.75 on average.
Hole filling is a process of adding pixels. By expanding the crack regions, the TPR increases whereas accuracy decreases inversely. To compensate for the decreased accuracy, we performed relative thresholding (RT). This processchecked whether the intensity (gray value) and Frangi filtering value of the detected region satisfied their respective threshold ranges, which were obtained by multiplying the minimum gray valueand the maximumFrangi filtering value by their respectiveproportionality constants. By applying this post-treatment, accuracy increased from 0.71 to 0.83 while maintaining the average TPR at 0.75. FIGURE 22 shows the crack detection results of the two techniques, with the TPR being the same. Both have a TPR of 0.82, which means that they extracted 82% of the actual crack regions. Looking at FIGURE 22(a) and (c), CWT (FIGURE 22(a) ) seemingly produces more segments with missing crack regions(red) than does line enhancement filtering (FIGURE 22(b) ). In the close-up images, however, CWT (FIGURE 22(c)) has more accurately extracted the pixels located along the edges, with practically no errors, whereas the line enhancement filtering technique (FIGURE 22(d) ) produces many missing pixels (red) along the edges. This is a typical result indicative of the difference between these two techniques. CWT is a technique designed for accurate crack width, aiming at accurate crack detection along the edges by using edge-based processes. CWT incurred detection errors by missing certain crack segments, but detected almost all edge pixels, demonstrating that it is a highly efficient method for crack width measurement. The detection results for all images are listed in the appendix.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study proposes crack width transform (CWT), an edgebased technique for automatic detection and accurate width measurement of cracks in concrete. We analyzed the limitations of the conventional line enhancement filteringtechnique and showed that line enhancement filtering cannot consistently measure cracks under conditions of variable illumination contrast. To overcome the limitations of the conventional technique, we proposed an edge-based crack detection technique, which consists of five steps: CWT, aspect ratio filtering, crack region search, hole filling, and relative thresholding. CWT can efficiently extract edge pixels by identifying the opposing edge pixel for any given edge pixel and classifying it as a candidate crack pixel. Aspect ratio filtering is proposed for removing noise and improving accuracy using the width map generated in CWT. Crack region search was proposed for restoring the crack regions removed during aspect ratio filtering. In this process, the removed pixels could be identified and restored by searching the candidate pixels on the crack propagation path, thus improving the true positive rate (TPR) of crack detection. Hole filling restored crack regions that were undetected due to non-extraction of the corresponding edges. This process contributed to enhancing TPR by bridging the discontinuous edges and carrying out the hole filling operations. Relative thresholding was designed to remove residual noise based on threshold values determined using the intensity information of the extracted crack regions.
The proposed technique was tested using synthetic and real crack images. Its main advantages are three-fold: i) It can measure crack width consistently along all crack segments irrespective of visual contrast between crack and background; ii) It has higher measurement accuracy than the conventional technique; iii) It can extract crack edge pixels with high accuracy. The proposed edge-based CWT technique aims at accurate crack width measurement, with its most salient features being consistent crack width measurement and accurate edge pixel extraction. It is expected to contribute to ongoing safety monitoring of concrete structures by providing accurate crack width measurements.
APPENDIX
See Table 3 . 
